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Raison D’Etre
For more than 8 years, I have challenged and improved myself to become the
communicator people need. I’m proactive, strategic, and creative - the
one who bites through our complex, digital, and overloaded world of information and
delivers results .
While a wealth of technical skills, experience-based strategies, and a
kindred spirit make my work successful, I find that empathy and listening are
the keys to a successful career in anything. When you stop telling people what you want,
and start asking what they want, success comes naturally.
And there is a time for strong, innovative direction ; a current that keeps flowing.
Through the teams I have managed and the collaborations I have led, I know how to
keep the energy alive and growing .

SKILLS
Media Relations
Crisis Management
Public Speaking
Social Media
Graphic Design
Video Production
Copywriting
Email Marketing
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The past five years of my professional life have been focused on science , risk ,
and crisis communications at the Southern California Earthquake Center (SCEC),
headquartered on the campus of the University of Southern California (USC) . When I
was a Masters student at USC back in the fall of 2012, I wanted to transition away from
working the world of entertainment-focused public relations and find something more
meaningful to me – so I did.

About Me

While I loved the fast-paced style of the boutique public relations agency, it was time to
find something more solid that could stabilize my post-graduate life. When I graduated
in May of 2013, I began working full-time at SCEC, expanding my role
and improving its activities ever since, culminating to where I am today:
Communications Manager. And fortunately, I was able to bring my agency
experience and natural tendencies as an artist and communicator to the
non-profit/government world.

Presently, my gamut of activities is extensive – I am overseeing all aspects of
our communications objectives as outlined in our contracts with the National
Science Foundation (NSF), U.S. Geological Survey (USGS), and Federal
Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). This includes managing and
developing SCEC’s strategic science and crisis communications efforts through
a variety of media and public activities ; coordinating campaigns
such as Great ShakeOut Earthquake Drills worldwide and the TsunamiZone.
org website for several tsunami preparedness campaigns around the globe
too; producing compelling art and video for digital and print for
promotional and educational materials; strategizing and publishing for our
social and email marketing platforms; identifying strategic partners who can
help our efforts; and managing our overall branding , public conversation, and resource
dissemination.

But all of this wasn’t what I envisioned myself doing. I grew up in central Texas, where it
was more likely I would stick around town in some capacity. Once I began studying music
in the 5th grade, that idea quickly eroded. I expanded upon my artistry .. into other
intellectual, creative endeavors. I amassed experiences, soft and hard skills, formative
relationships, and most importantly, an eagerness to thrive . I discovered that music was
only one of the many ways I would learn how to communicate effectively.
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Campaigns.1
Nonprofit Work Background:
For more than 5 years, I have helped manage the global coordination of the earthquake
preparedness movement Great ShakeOut Earthquake Drills. I have also helped manage
the campaign website and outreach efforts for TsunamiZone.org, which supports Tsunami
Preparedness Week in California and in the Caribbean. However,
much of the work for TsunamiZone.org is based on ShakeOut (we say
TsunamiZone.org is “ShakeOut, but for tsunami preparedness.”). For
The
recency and simplicity, I will focus on specifically ShakeOut in many
Tsunami
sections of this portfolio.
Zone
ShakeOut is a public safety campaign designed to encourage everyone,
everywhere to practice earthquake safety. While most participate
each Thursday of October, many hold drills and other activities
throughout the year. ShakeOut is a year-long endeavor and applies
communications philosophies, earthquake research, and social science
keystones. More than 55 million people around the world participated
in ShakeOut in 2017 and 2016, with more than 10 million in California
alone.
TM

My direct responsibilities for ShakeOut range from overseeing and directly managing all
outreach channels (ShakeOut.org website, public events, media pitching and training,
social media platforms and activities, email marketing, art and design, graphics and video
creation, and print production); developing recruitment tools and techniques to maintain
and grow the millions of registered participants; supervising teams of partners, contractors,
interns, and volunteers; and working with social science researchers and funding agencies
to improve the campaign. ShakeOut is a behemoth example of the effort it takes to run a
successful worldwide campaign.
Some simple optimizations of our communications management tools have allowed
for its administration to be a bit more manageable by such a small team. I developed
a recruitment interface along with our web and database manager to allow for any
coordinator around the world to access their region’s registration data by category, area,
or participant count, in addition to showing those who have renewed or not for the current
year. Paired with light training for coordinators
and donated call center time by funding
sources, this has allowed for the campaign to
grow by identifying more tangible goals. I have
also led the development of California-specific
recruitment tools and techniques which have
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resulted in a repeatedly successful campaign in the past 3-4 years, involving 10 million +
California residents or more.
Many successful content production objectives have been met through my work with
ShakeOut, largely the worldwide adoption of the “Drop, Cover, and Hold On artwork”
which can be viewed and applied in vector and raster at ShakeOut.org/graphics and
the Earthquake Safety Video Series. Thousands of individuals and organizations use
this artwork to freely communicate earthquake protective actions, as it was intended,
preserving its integrity. It also has been adopted by many governments, and many other
public and private organizations too, thanks to my work with academic and professional
networks.
Because the ShakeOut program is funded by the Federal Emergency Management
Agency (FEMA), except for the official international regions which give funding to us to run
their subsite, I complete yearly reports of communications and recruitment activities as
well as supplement quarterly reports to FEMA.

ShakeOut Registration Growth
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Sh akeO ut registration growth over time. In 2012, I began w ork on this campaign and
ha ve increased registrations by three-fold.
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Campaigns.2
Entertainment Work Background:
When I worked for The Tweet Squad (now Social Intelligence Agency), we had multiple
clients with various branding and marketing needs. From managing promotional
campaigns for new apps to tv shows and movies and music, it was a fast-paced, rewarding
time in my professional career that helped me hone a diverse communications skillset.
One of our most successful projects was for Teen Beach Movie (2013), for which I created
the strategic plan. The film was produced by Disney, intended to be a summer hit and
well-promoted for its 1950s fashionable beach wear intended to draw on designer labels’
plans for Summer 2013. Thus, the strategic plan I created took advantage of Pinterest and
Instagram marketing, in league with designer labels, fashion magazines, and of-course the
film’s teen talents.
Another project I supported was for “Take Me Out” (2012, Fox), working on all levels
from strategy building to implementation and analytics. We worked with The Conlin
Company, the casting agency for “Take Me Out”, to train and manage more than 75 female
contestants and a few male contestants on social media best practices as they progressed
through the show. This required a lot of time and liaising with the supporting staff of the
celebrity host, George Lopez, and the production company (Fox) and of-course The Conlin
Company. Our job was to also police the online interactions to make sure no contestant
was violating their contract (creating excessive drama, making false statements, revealing
private informaiton, etc...). The show wanted to mostly focus on Twitter marketing and
branding efforts, so we set up accounts that we controlled and ensured all contestants
knew the ins-and-outs of Twitter.
We also helped promote Bert Stern: The Original Mad Man (produced by Shanna
Laumeister), an instant hit in the documentary world. The publicity we managed for it
which also led to dozens of other screenings, and the film is now distributed through
various retailers and continues to host events surrounding Bert Stern’s legacy.

While the work I did in the entertainment world took place across two years
and was meaningful, in the following sections I will elaborate solely on the work I
have performed with the Southern California Earthquake Center as it is much more
recent and relevant.
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Videography
One of my most successful projects, the Earthquake Safety Video Series, has gained
more than 310,000 views on YouTube, teaching people how to stay safe from earthquakes
in a variety of situations. The seven videos also support English, Spanish, and French
captioning, and were developed along with my team of interns from the USC School of
Cinematic Arts over a rolling period of 2 years so far.
Earthquakes are scary enough themselves, and fear-based messaging, or anything
but the facts of what people need to know, is counter-productive in creating a more
resilient society. Our work with social science researchers continuously emphasized that
people need to understand the hazard, but they also need to see other people taking
preparedness actions in order to be influenced to action themselves, and they need to feel
a sense of community.
This project emerged from such research and an assessment that we needed content that
broke things down for people into small, digestible, and realistic scenarios, devoid of a pop
culture need to make it “fun” or “dramatic.” Our audience needed to see themselves in the
videos, so I took every effort to ensure our casting involved people from all backgrounds,
abilities, races, ethnicities, genders, ages, and other areas. They needed a calm,
supportive voice – hence the selection of a soothing, reasonably-paced voice to narrate
over.

Earthquake Safety Video Series
Highlights
• 7 videos produced
• 313,000 minutes watched
• 310,000 views

ShakeOut at Your Workplace video

“If You’re Under a Sturdy Desk/Table”
Earthquake Safety Video Series
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“If You’re Under a Sturdy Desk“ / Earthquake Safety Video Series

Staying Safe Where the Waves Break video
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Media Relations
Still from interview with ABC7 (Bay Area) on
earthquake science and safety
Still from interview with ABC7 (LA) on
earthquake science/safety

Press Conference, Bay Area ShakeOut Event
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It is important to keep a strong, positive, and congenial rapport with the media. In 2015,
the National Earthquake Conference came on the heels of the Kumamoto (Japan)
Earthquake Sequence. A typical reaction would be to prime and pump all our experts
into the media as soon as possible; however, the talking heads on the broadcast shows
following an earthquake are easily forgotten and make little impact. Big, and small,
earthquakes happen all the time too, and the science community already knows how to be
relevant following a significantly felt earthquake in many other ways.
What’s missing from typical science, risk, and crisis situations, however, is the application
of human psychology and sociology, something the media know quite well. Therefore,
I gathered a few of the best journalists I knew and asked them to attend the National
Earthquake Conference, thinking of ways they can make an impact on preparedness
and mitigation with their stories. One such writer was Ron Lin of the LA Times, and I
worked closely with him on his sensational story that came out, titled “Locked, Loaded,
and Ready to Roll.”
Within days of that story’s publication, our YouTube channel views went from a couple
hundred thousand to more than 1.2 million , as I requested that the LA Times embed
earthquake animation videos from our channel. The story itself was read by millions
of people all around the world too, with $550,000 in publicity value, 64 million online views,
and 5 million broadcast views. This led to new partnerships with water agencies and
inspired Governor Brown to add $10 million to Earthquake Early Warning funding.
This is a perfect example of how social media, content production, and media relations can
synergistically fuse together.
We know that packaging and recycling is everything, especially as science is slow-moving
sometimes. A great example of such work is the publication of the last Uniform California
Earthquake Rupture Forecast paper I pitched to LA Times as well, and they wrote a
story about it last summer as a result. This
science isn’t new; but its presentation is. We
also do outreach to the LA Times for various
Key Highlights:
earthquake preparedness-oriented stories,
• Dozens of stories successfully such as this one about “Drop, Cover, and
Hold On” where I pitched my colleague Mark
pitched to top news outlets
Benthien.

(LA Times, NBC, NY Times,
Scientific American, NPR)

• Earned publicity value in
the millions ($), leading to
significantly-funded projects
proposed by government and
non-profit sources
• Significant increases in
followership and engagement
across social media platforms
by tens of thousands

While I work directly with the media, I also
am a representative who frequently does
interviews. I also underwent 80 hours of
crisis communications trainings at
the California Specialized Training Institute,
a part of the California Governor’s Office of
Emergency Services. These trainings simulate
real world natural and manmade
crises scenarios and force you to respond
to media and public inquiries and issues as
they evolve. In essence these are week-long,
intensive media trainings .
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Art and Design
With so many campaigns actively running, I identified early on in our work that we needed
stream-lined, guided art standards. I stabilized our practices by providing color guides
and .AES swatches for CMYK and RGB values across various logos and
other artwork, and I provided internal and stakeholder trainings to ensure
consistency. On many occasions I traced, re-organized, and/or cleaned up
older artwork developed by lower standards to bring it up to current practice and
trends, along with my team of interns at USC who specialize in graphic design.
All of this work led to better buy-in of our promotional and educational graphics for
increased dissemination, hosted at ShakeOut.org/messaging, and TsunamiZone.org/
graphics. For example, the National Tsunami Hazard Mitigation Program included me
in the Mitigation and Education Subcommittee due in part to this work and
also has adopted the revised artwork for official messaging, which is used by emergency
managers around the nation and beyond. I am now also a member of the Design
Network for Emergency Management too.
For all major and minor projects, I provided quoting and purchasing services
in addition to customizing the artwork for print or web production. Sometimes this
may havemeant specific cut marks that needed to be specified for complex orders or we
need to quote from various vendors when dealing with runs concerning thousands of
copies .
I also constantly improve my graphic design and video editing capabilities by attending
workshops, conferences, online trainings, and consulting friends in the field.

Co lo r gu ide I cre ate d for S CE C
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Iteration of Earthquake Protective Action
graphic I supervised redevelopment of

Iteration of GMC logo I
supervised the dev elopment of

Artwork made for events engagement
(DCHO table frame in action)

Key Highlights:
• Designed and optimized earthquake safety graphics (Drop, Cover, and
Hold On + Tsunami Safety Triad) adopted for worldwide use
• Created compelling print products to encourage preparedness and
mitigation actions
• Standardized and trained staff regarding colors and fonts for
organizational and campaign use

Webinar on Tsunamis
DROP!

COVER!

HOLD ON!

Science, Preparedness, Alerts, and New Advances!

Protect Yourself During Earthquakes

GeoHazards Messaging Collaboratory

GO TO HIGH GROUND OR INLAND!
The Shaking is Your Tsunami Warning

STAY THERE!

Register:

bit.ly/gmcTsunamiWebinar

When:

Tuesday, March 20th, 2018 at 11:00 AM PT

Who:

Cindi Preller (NOAA)
Diego Melgar (UO Earth Sciences)

Why:

Discover the science and risks of tsunamis, and
you can always be prepared.

Tsunami Waves May Arrive for Hours

Iteration of Tsunami Triad artwork I
supervised the development of

Iteration of the GMC webinar graphic I created
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Art and Design
Seven to
Steps

Earthquake
Safety

Step 1:

Secure Your Space
Studies of the ‘89 Loma Prieta
and ‘94 Northridge Earthquakes
show that most injuries are
caused by falling or flying
objects.

repare
urvive
ecover

Step 2:

Plan to be safe

40%

of Californians have made
disaster plans with their families.

Step 3:

Organize
Disaster Supplies

1 in 2 California homes lack essential
supplies in their kits such as water,
food, first-aid, flashlights, and radios.

Step 4:
Minimize Financial Hardship
Only 1 in 3
Californians

Step 5:
Drop, Cover, and Hold On
55%

of serious injuries related
to the ‘94 Northridge
quake resulted from
falling, tripping, and/or
stepping on objects.

know they can make
their home safer for
earthquakes.

Step 6:

Improve Safety

Injury and damage reports of the ‘89 Loma
Prieta quake illustrate that after shaking:
move slowly and cautiously, clean up spills,
and wear safety gear to reduce harm.

Step 7:

Reconnect and Restore

Many people interviewed after the 2014
Napa Earthquake experienced anxiety from
not being prepared to connect with loved
ones and begin their financial recovery.
Earthquake
Country
Alliance
We’re all in this together.

TM

Infographic, Seven Steps to Earthquake Safety
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ShakeOut
FONTS
main typeface

Century Gothic Pro
Regular

Aa Bb Cc Dd Ee Ff Gg Hh Ii
Jj Kk Ll Mm Nn Oo Pp Qq Rr
Ss Tt Uu Vv Ww Xx Yy Zz
1234567890

Century Gothic Pro Bold

Aa Bb Cc Dd Ee Ff Gg Hh Ii
Jj Kk Ll Mm Nn Oo Pp Qq Rr
Ss Tt Uu Vv Ww Xx Yy Zz
1234567890

accentual typeface

Century Gothic Pro Italic

ShakeOut

Aa Bb Cc Dd Ee Ff Gg Hh Ii
Jj Kk Ll Mm Nn Oo Pp Qq Rr
Ss Tt Uu Vv Ww Xx Yy Zz
1234567890

Century Gothic Pro Bold
Italic

Aa Bb Cc Dd Ee Ff Gg Hh Ii
Jj Kk Ll Mm Nn Oo Pp Qq Rr
Ss Tt Uu Vv Ww Xx Yy Zz
1234567890

additional instructions

ShakeOut

tracking (for logotype): 80

tracking: 80

COLOR TOOLKIT
main dark blue

light blue

C: 96
M: 66
Y: 16
K: 2

C: 16
M: 6
Y: 4
K: 0

R: 8
G: 93
B: 150

royal blue

maroon red

C: 77
M: 27
Y: 0
K: 0

C: 17
M: 84
Y: 100
K: 7

R: 59
G: 168
B: 255

3

ShakeOut

orange

R: 209
G: 224
B: 234

black

grey

C: 100 R: 0
M: 100 G: 0
Y: 100 B: 0
K: 100

C: 44
M: 36
Y: 37
K: 2

R: 194
G: 71
B: 0

C: 0
M: 60
Y: 82
K: 0

R: 245
G: 131
B: 66

sunny yellow
C: 1
M: 17
Y: 99
K: 0

R: 255
G: 207
B: 0

white
R: 148
G: 148
B: 148

C: 0
M: 0
Y: 0
K: 0

R: 255
G: 255
B: 255

color combinations
For graphics, such as web banners, headers, and posters, the following color combinations
are found optimal (see example on page 5).

LOGOS

Main dark blue +
Orange +
Royal blue +
White

Royal blue +
Sunny yellow +
White

Main dark blue +
Orange +
White

Grey +
Burgundy red +
White
(Utah only)

burgundy red (C:31
M:88 Y:76 K:34;
R:129 G:47 B:48)
TM

TM

A. original logo

2

B. single color logo
TM

TM

Samples from graphic identity
packages for Great ShakeOut
Earthquake Drills.

TM

C. inverted logo

D. color of choice logo
ShakeOut logo can be displayed in any color of choice that fits
your branding.. However, it is preferable to use version A of the
logo whenever possible, with stark contrasts.

TM

1
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Art and Design

STEP 1 SECURE YOUR SPACE

STEP 1 SECURE YOUR SPACE

1.5x

STEP 1 SECURE YOUR SPACE
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Redraw project of
“Secure Your Space”
elements, showing
people what products
to get and how to apply
them for earthquake
shaking.

Earthquake
Country
Alliance

Step 3: Organize Disaster Supplies

We’re all in this together.

EarthquakeCountry.org/step3

of The Seven Steps to Earthquake Safety

Step 3: Organize Disaster Supplies

in convenient locations.

Under-Bed?

Go-Bag?

Home?

Work?

Overview

It may be easier and cheaper than you think to organize
disaster supplies in convenient locations. This is not just
about “having a kit.” Include supplies speciﬁc to you, such as
medications, eyeglasses, clothing, shoes, toiletries, and more.
This is in addition to the basic supplies everyone should have
(water, food, ﬁrst-aid, ﬂashlight, radios, etc...).
www.earthquakecountry.org/step3
The chart below can help you customize your supplies for when and
where you need them:
under-bed bag (immediate supplies), evacuation
(“go-bag” - 3 days), home (2 weeks), and perhaps at
work and in your car. Choose what makes the most
sense based on your needs and budget.

Item:

Car?

Clothing, shoes, hard hat / helmet, gloves
Whistle
Flashlight / headlamp
Dust mask and goggles
Glasses / contacts
Tools (gas wrench, shovel, crowbar, knife)
Contact lists (in-state, out-of-state)
Copies of ID / important documents
Batteries, battery pack, & charging cables
Medications / Copies of Prescriptions
First-aid supplies and emergency blanket
Water and food (long shelf-life)
Portable radio
Toiletries (sunscreen, tissue, hygiene items)
Cash (small bills)
Maps (local and regional)
Pet supplies (food, water, toys, leashes)
Choose...

Litter / sand (spills, traction)

what makes sense for YOU
and where to keep it!

Jumper cables, spare tire, inflator, jack
Flares / road hazard lights
Personal item __________________
Personal item __________________

© 2019 Earthquake Country Alliance - 213.740.3262 - info@earthquakecountry.org - @ECA (Twitter)

Worksheet / flyer for how to “Organize Disaster Supplies”
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Email Marketing
Email marketing continues its path as an effective tool for communications and marketing.
Over the years at the Southern California Earthquake Center, I have grown our lists
from 50,000 subscribers to more than 125,000 for the Great ShakeOut Earthquake
Drills campaign. These are people who must first complete the ShakeOut registration form
at ShakeOut.org and commit their participation before they can be added to the email list.
Open and click rates for my campaigns designed for ShakeOut are well-above the industry
average. Since 2013, campaign open rates have averaged around 23% and click rates
around 6% . According to Mailchimp’s benchmarks for our sector, the standard open rate is
21% and the click rate just above 2% .
We also send targeted emails to segments of subscribers who have a much higher open
and click rate due to the content being more customized to them, such as emails only to
individuals and families, school or healthcare administrators, or government officials. All of
our subscribers are people who signed up a drill at ShakeOut.org.

6%

2%

Our Click Rates

Benchmark Click Rates

23%
Our Open Rates
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21%
Open Rate Benchmark

We also send emails in French and Spanish for various constituents, so I employ the
use of translators with the appropriate understanding of dialects as relevant to the list
we are servicing.
On occasion I design graphics using Illustrator, Photoshop, or InDesign and make
videos for emails too, to help promote resources or other information pertinent to our
cause. A smartly designed email can make content look better than it is on its own, so
I take the design aspect of creating campaigns to a level that matches contemporary
trends, accessibility, and sellability .

Key Highlights:
• Creates campaigns
based in design
and analyticsbased input
• Exceeds
benchmark
standards for open
rates and click
rates

ShakeOut Email Subscriber Growth
# of Subscribers
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145,000

140,000
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• Understanding
of various
segmentation
procedures and
how to properly
manage lists for
such abilities
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Email subscriber growth over time. Since I took over in 2012, subscribers have doubled.
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Social Media
My beginnings in communications were in social media marketing. Over the years, I have led
countless social media campaigns across Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn, Instagram, YouTube,
Vimeo, Vine (now defunct), and Snapchat. At the Southern California Earthquake Center, I have
grown our accounts from scratch to having thousands of followers and verified
status . I’ve achieved trending for the ShakeOut campaign in more than 50 major cities for
the past 3 years through building in messaging resources our partners and participants can take
too. And I have added in animated GIFs into the Giphy library, used by many to help spread
support in new, creative ways.

Current Followership, SCEC Social Media Accounts
Facebook
Twitter
Instagram
YouTube
LinkedIn

SCEC
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

Size
8,702
15,200
255
710
1,164

ShakeOut Size
Y
15,000
Y
12,800
Y
1,358
Y
1,350
N
N/A

TsunamiZone
Y
Y
N
Y
N

Size
1,347
1,532
N/A
90
N/A

ECA
Y
Y
N
N
N

Size
3,382
3,330
N/A
N/A
N/A

2019: 66,220 followers

2012:
3,000 followers (2 accounts, ShakeOut Twitter
and Facebook)
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Key Highlights:
• Produce rich, engaging content to help manage and grow
communities totaling more than 42,000 members (14-fold increase
from when I started)
• Exceeds benchmark standards for engagement rates (clicks, follows,
likes, favorites, subscribes, etc...)
• Achieved trending for #ShakeOut
campaign in more than 50 major
cities across the world the past 5
years
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Partnerships
In 2015, I began formal efforts to lead and coordinate our partner and stakeholder science
organizations’ communicators through the GeoHazards Messaging Collaboratory (GMC). The
collaboration involved the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA), U.S.
Geological Survey (USGS), Incorporated Research Institutes for Seismology (IRIS), UNAVCO,
and my home institution the Southern California Earthquake Center. Together, we put on trainings
for the public and media on earthquake and tsunami topics, and also develop our scientists’
abilities to communicate to the media and public . We have held several such
trainings through my leadership, with 100% approval ratings and requests to continue holding
these workshops at future meetings , virtually and in-person. Last, but not least, we
assemble in times of crises , such as significant earthquakes and/or tsunamis, to coordinate
messaging to the public and media.
In 2017, I took over the liaison and chair role of the Earthquake Country Alliance Statewide
Media Bureau. In this position, I involve partners from numerous local, statewide, and federal
governments, non-profits, private corporations, and other types of organizations to collectively
bring a media strategy to earthquake preparedness and mitigation. Under my direction, more
events for International ShakeOut Day have been able to grow around California, and our ability
to network internally for topics related to all of us has allowed for a consistent response
and general outreach program for the media.
I also developed and managed the Earthquake Country Alliance Participation Bureau in 2017.
Similar to the Media Bureau, this bureau involves a plethora of partners but is focused on
recruitment strategies and techniques for ShakeOut and TsunamiZone participation.
The approach has elicited a deeper connection between government and other sectors and
ultimately more public participation in outreach activities.
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Invited talk to the United Talent Agency in 2017, encouraging the audience to practice Drop,
Cover, and Hold On in case of shaking.

Key Highlights:
• Chair multiple bureaus and committees for partnership involvement
and stronger impact and support for campaigns and other activities,
statewide, nationally, and inter
• Balance relationships and situational awareness between
government at all levels in conjunction with other sectors for crisis
communicaitons needs
• Serve as public speaker and host for significant partnership
opportunities to help motivate and inspire others to action
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Appendix
News Releases:
10/15/2019: Millions Worldwide to Participate in Great ShakeOut Earthquake Drills
06/26/2018: Leading earthquake scientists, engineers, and policymakers convene so
societies can better prepare to survive and recover
03/27/2018: Are You in the Zone? It’s Tsunami Preparedness Week in California!
10/16/2017: Millions Worldwide Participate In 2017 Great ShakeOut Earthquake Drills
10/16/2017: Great California ShakeOut Southern California Primary Media Event – Expo
Park in Los Angeles
10/13/2017: Great California ShakeOut Bay Area Primary Media Event – Google Offices in
Mountain View
10/10/2017: How Radio and TV Stations Can Support Nationwide Participation in Great
ShakeOut Earthquake Drills
11/18/2015: SCEC Improves Understanding of Earthquake Hazards with Supercomputers,
Achieves Societal Impacts
Email Campaigns:
09/24/2019:
03/27/2019:
09/22/2018:
10/17/2017:

Ways to “ShakeOut” This National Preparedness Month!
Know Your Zone, then Walk the Talk!
Could You Be More Prepared In Just One Minute?
Get Ready to #ShakeOut on Thursday!

Website Articles:
07/10/2019:
01/23/2019:
09/25/2017:
06/22/2017:
04/12/2017:

Ridgecrest Earthquake Sequence: Activities and Results So Far
It’s Not Always About “The Big One”: Why We Mine for the Little Ones, Too
The CyberShake Project: Better Seismic Hazard Information for Engineers
Earthquake Imaging: Smartphones, Drones, Lasers, and Radars
Uncovering Tsunamigenic Earthquakes Affecting Southern California

Interviews:
08/09/2018: Forget Doorframes: Expert Advice on Earthquake Survival Strategies
05/22/2018: How to earthquake proof your home or apartment for under $50
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Jason E. Ballmann
Communications Professional
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